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Our unique, gorgeous, amazing Valley and economy depend utterly on the Aspen/Pitkin County Airport (ASE). This precious little “aircraft carrier in the sky,” 
as Dick Arnold calls it, brings in at least two-thirds of our visitors, maybe three-fourths. Yet it faces longstanding challenges in safety, noise, pollution, 
climate impact, congestion, functionality, and guest experience, all intertwined with community character, economic justice, growth, and democracy. All 
those complexities converge as the Airport is being redesigned to improve safety, reduce impacts, make it better for users and workers, strengthen its 
financial health, and potentially—the main point of controversy—allow bigger airplanes. 


Our County government says continued airline service or federal regulators require such rebuilding. But under the Federal rules that currently control airport 
operations, any bigger planes could then land here, even if they’re dirty, noisy, and climate-unfriendly. Nobody knows whether those undesirable planes 
would add more nuisance and impact than cleaner, quieter new planes could subtract. But happily, that dilemma is unnecessary. It flows from missing or 
outdated information. Newer and fuller information can dissolve the dilemma and create a safer, cleaner, quieter, better Airport at lower cost and risk. Let 
me explain how.


http://aspenflyright.org


Aspen, we have a problem

$500+ million, of which $200M+ million for airside 
changes to let bigger planes land


• Net benefits (if any) unknowable

• Federal approval and funding uncertain

• Community support ambiguous / fragile


• Outdated assumptions

• Restricted information

• Unwarranted and unwise haste to decide

Pitkin County proposes to spend * over a half-billion dollars—more than its whole annual budget, and probably the biggest project ever—to rebuild much of the Airport. 
That money would come not from local taxes but from airport fees built into our travel costs and from government grants or loans paid by state and federal taxpayers. I’ll 
focus here just on the $200+ million meant to rebuild the airside so bigger planes can land in Aspen. 

That project faces risks and obstacles. ** Whether and how much it will benefit or harm the community is unknown and unknowable. * Its Federal approval and funding 
are uncertain, the relationship with the Federal regulator seems shaky, and community support is unclear. *** The project’s concept and design appear to rest on * 
outdated assumptions based on * centrally controlled information that we think created information gaps, errors, and * urgency to move quickly. Whether or not bigger 
planes are a good idea—on which views diverge widely—making that choice soon, probably even in this decade, seems unwise. You’re about to hear how the current 
timeline risks building an airport not fit for purpose, because aviation is transforming incredibly quickly. Aspen’s airside decision schedule is like speeding in dense fog. 
It’s prudent to slow down until the fog clears. As we’ll see, there’s no need to rush and every reason to wait. *




Aspen Fly Right wants to help explore new solutions

• Aspen Fly Right seeks to help inform the community and stimulate an 
independent, objective, accurate, inclusive, respectful, and constructive 
conversation about Aspen Airport’s airside and the planes operating there.


• We are independent, scientific, rigorous, and nonadversarial.


• We publish periodic newspaper ads, supported by documented essays.


• Our information is all posted, with helpul background, at aspenflyright.org.


• We are informed by experts and supported by community contributions.

These needs for sounder discourse led three longtime local residents—Susan Taylor, Ellen Anderson, and me—to volunteer to create and run a new nonprofit 
organization called * Aspen Fly Right. It exists to help our community reframe and understand Airport choices by stimulating an independent, objective, accurate, 
inclusive, respectful, and constructive conversation about new solutions. * Our purpose is educational, scientific, and charitable. Our perspective is independent, 
rigorous, and nonadversarial. With no interests at stake and no connection with any other organization, we offer clear, sound, actionable information about Aspen 
Airport’s future. /

We’re not focusing on the “landside” where public travelers and their vehicles move. Urgent landside needs like terminal and traffic enjoy broad consensus and are likely 
to get resolved. Rather, we focus on the “airside” where airplanes move, fuel, and park. We think new information and insights can help resolve airside issues and many 
others, more effectively than current plans could, sooner, and at lower cost.

* On 15 December, Aspen Fly Right began to publish educational ads every week or two in the Aspen Daily News and Aspen Times, each supported by a thorough and 
well-documented topical essay. All materials are posted at aspenflyright.org with background documents. Our work is * reviewed and advised by technical experts, 
including noted local pilots, and is supported by tax-deductible donations from the community. When asked, we are happy to help inform and improve the important 
work of our Board of County Commissioners and their Airport Director and Airport Advisory Board. / Now I’ll summarize learnings from our first four topics: safety, the 
Fixed Base Operation, the existing airline fleet, and new airplanes.




How can we make Aspen Airport safer?

Photo by 
Leigh Vogel 

for The  
Aspen Times

Our first topic is everyone’s top expressed priority—aviation safety. SkyWest’s highly trained and skilled commercial pilots, who operate all the Aspen flights of United, 
American, and Delta, have never had an accident that killed or injured anyone. Their perfect safety record here is vital to our community’s reputation and economic 
vitality. Many of Aspen’s corporate and major-operator pilots are also admirably trained and skilled. However, the General Aviation (GA) pilots who fly upwards of four-
fifths of all Aspen Airport’s flights also include many other categories with widely varying skills. 

Airport Advisory Board Alternate Member Barry Vaughan has earned our gratitude by compiling an important, unofficial, non-expert, preliminary database of 58 years of 
federally investigated accidents on, near, or related to Aspen Airport. His data include 124 accidents, averaging 2.1 per year. They caused 120 deaths, 33 serious injuries, 
and 41 destroyed airplanes. All those serious accidents were General Aviation. Most of them implicated pilot error or lack of proficiency in mountain flying. /

In the 2014 example shown here, the copilot died, and his brother the pilot and their passenger (also a pilot) were seriously injured, when their plane landing in about 
twice the maximum allowed tailwind crashed, flipped, and burned. The pilot and copilot had long experience in commercial planes but had flown this aircraft type or its 
simulator for at most 14 hours, and never into Aspen. How do such things happen? It’s a combination of our Airport’s complex and unforgiving hazards and some 
General Aviation pilots’ deficient training.




• Aspen Airport’s challenging topography, weather, winds, and altitude require 
special procedures in which all commercial and many General Aviation (private) 
pilots are specially trained, but private pilots needn’t be and most aren’t

• Aspen-specific training should be required (as some European airports do); the 
County should ask, and we hope the GA industry would support it

• This is an issue not just of lives but also of livelihoods: each runway incident 
of 6 in 6 recent months gave ~1,000 people a bad Aspen experience

• Congestion pricing and other innovations could help free up limited airspace

• The Airport needs a new tower and modernized ground electronics (agreed in 
principle and being considered)

• 200 elk had to be herded out of Gate 8 in November—one could smash a plane

• The Valley’s fine medical facilities could handle a small-plane accident and 
might stretch to one with a current 70-passenger plane, but would be crushed 
by twice that many casualties from a crash of a bigger plane now proposed

How can we make Aspen Airport safer?

Aspen Airport has been described as the most dangerous in the country, combining close and steep terrain all around, fickle wind and weather, and thin mountain air. It’s in essentially a 
slot canyon with one way in and one way out, so nearly all flights take off and land in opposite directions on one physical runway, with no room for another. Only a few of our nation’s 
5,000+ airports operate in both directions, and only Aspen does so simultaneously, avoiding collisions by an exquisite choreography that takes new air traffic controllers a year and a half 
to master. * Yet General Aviation pilots landing here in daylight are not required to have any Aspen-specific training, and an estimated 90% don’t. The Federal Aviation Administration 
could require them to, as some mountainous European airports do, but the County hasn’t yet asked. I hope Barry’s promising new safety Task Force of local pilots under the Airport 
Advisory Board will succeed in enlisting General Aviation trade groups in the common mission of improving private pilots’ safety training for Aspen Airport. /

This isn’t only about lives and Aspen’s reputation, but * also about our economy. Six times in six months last year, GA pilot error ran a plane off the runway or blocked it. On average, each 
such airport closure cancelled, diverted, or seriously delayed roughly a thousand passengers’ flights. Our economy cannot afford inadequate GA pilot training that gives so many guests a 
bad Aspen experience. /

* Our Airport could safely free up more airspace by several methods that merit serious testing, including congestion pricing for landings and airplane parking. * All agree the Airport needs 
a relocated and probably taller control tower so controllers can see the whole airfield and its approaches, plus modern ground electronics matching the sophisticated avionics now in 
most airplanes. And we * need to protect and support wildlife but keep it reliably out of the Airport, like the ~200 elk herded out of Gate 8 last November. Hitting a single elk could be very 
serious. * Our biggest safety worry is that although this Valley’s great medical facilities can handle a small-plane accident and might perhaps stretch to a 70-passenger plane, they’d be 
utterly overwhelmed by the bigger planes now proposed, some with twice as many seats. Solving our Airport’s tough problems starts with not making them worse. As physicians say: 
first, do no harm.




How can General Aviation get better, fairer service?
• Aspen’s flights are ~83% private, served by the Fixed Base Operation (FBO)

• Its operator’s contract expires in September and must be renewed/replaced

• The County plans to select a bidder in February/March—or perhaps retain 
ownership and run the FBO itself or hire a contractor to run it

• Private monopoly, private-sector competition, or public supervision?

• Current private monopoly charges very high prices, Airport gets ~1%

• Current operator’s fuel profits may be twice the Airport’s entire budget

• Each 30-year contract could yield ~$1+ billion in profits


• Competitive or public FBOs are a common, Federally encouraged model

• A County-owned and -run or -overseen FBO could charge fair and reasonable 
prices, provide all required services, ensure/monitor customer satisfaction, and 
provide transparency—all attributes that now seem doubtful or missing

Now to our second topic. * About 83% of Aspen’s flights come not to the public terminal used by airlines but to the Fixed Base Operation or FBO that supports General 
Aviation—non-airline, non-military flights. By early March, the County plans to make probably its biggest financial decision ever: * what to do when the current FBO 
contract expires at the end of Septem-ber. They’ve sought bids from private operators for * 30-year lease-and-operate contracts that would renew semiauto-matically 
forever and be hard to end, and look more balanced than now but still favoring operators. The County might also have changed its mind and become willing to consider 
retaking ownership of the FBO, to be run by County employees or a contractor so the County controls pricing, policy, and data transparency. * Why is this structural 
choice important? /

The FBO is funded by airport users but currently * operates as a private monopoly. It charges very high fuel prices. About 1% of its fuel revenue funds the Airport through 
a tiny fee, just raised by half of inflation since the last rise at least 14 years ago. * The FBO operator’s fuel-sale profits may be twice the Airport’s budget. * Each 30-year 
contract might give the operator roughly a billion dollars’ profit or more. * Many other airports, often public ones like ours, have multiple competing FBOs. Federal rules 
require this where sought and feasible. Aspen has long promised competition but seems to have quietly dropped it. * Public ownership, or public direction of a contract 
operator to charge fair and reasonable prices, could also serve the public interest. In this highly consolidated industry, Aspen’s FBO is one of over 100 FBOs nationwide 
owned by the current operator, which in 2021 was sold for $4.5 billion to the world’s largest private equity firm. Its market power emphasizes the importance of public 
governance or competition to protect customers and ensure fair use of public assets. 



How can General Aviation get better, fairer service?

Aspen Fly Right analyzed the effect of competition on the past turbulent year’s fuel price movements. Triggered by Putin’s War, the lowest jiggly curve—the crude-
oil price in black—rose and then fell back. The wholesale price of jet fuel at the dominant Gulf Coast refineries (blue dotted line) and in the Rockies (aqua dashed 
line) did the same, and so did the wholesale gasoline price (brown dotted line). Retail gasoline prices in Denver (the red line) closely followed the wholesale 
gasoline price up, then even further down. In contrast, the Aspen FBO’s retail jet-fuel price—the gold curve and the gold dots showing monthly averages—rose 
and then stayed high. It didn’t need to drop because there’s no local competitor. Could that be why the gold and red lines moved in opposite directions? /

When I visited the FBO on 20 December [2022], it was charging $9.59 per gallon for jet fuel, the short gold line at the far upper right, but they didn’t post that price 
on their counter, wall, or website. The counter agent didn’t know the fuel price, and had to look it up on an internal website. Meanwhile, right across Highway 82, 
Roxy’s Conoco was selling regular gasoline for the posted price of $4.09 a gallon (the blue triangle at the far right). Gasoline is more highly refined than kerosene-
like jet fuel, but both come here from similar supply locations with comparable hauling costs. The big difference could be competition: Roxy’s must compete with 
over a dozen other filling stations in the Valley. Likewise, the tiny Leadville airport sells jet fuel far cheaper than the Aspen FBO does (the two green dots at both 
sides of the graph), perhaps because the Leadville FBO is publicly owned and run. It exists to serve private pilots, not to extract maximum profits for private 
shareholders. 



Should citizens know more about the new FBO contract?

“ASE-Pitkin County Airport:  
Supplemental FBO Analysis— 
Summary Results,” Ricondo 
Associates (consultants to  

Pitkin County), 13 Aug 2021, one of 
 eight redacted by County Staff for 
release 16 Sep 2022 in response 
 to a Colorado Open Records Act 

request by Amory Lovins. All 8 
documents redacted and released are at 

aspenflyright.org/background/ under 
“Redacted 2021 County documents re 

FBO decision”. 

• The County promised its final FBO decision would use an “open, public process.”

• That openness is not evident so far nor clearly committed for later choices.

• Openness is a good idea—and would have been a better idea from the start.

• It’s never too late to augment elected officials’ wisdom with citizens’ ideas.


The Aspen FBO operator’s customer satisfaction, and its compliance with contractual requirements, are opaque, and so is the County’s oversight of both, 
making it hard to compare competing applicants’ bids. The public knows little about how the County is thinking about structuring future FBO operations, 
because there’s almost no information about its framing, choices, questions, and evidence. The scant information released so far includes some dubious 
arguments whose flaws the public had no chance to point out. I requested the underlying documents under the Colorado Open Records Act and got eight, 
which Aspen Fly Right has posted, but all were almost completely redacted, like this one.

* The County promised an “open, public process” for its final decision, but * documents like this won’t be released until after a new contract is signed, if 
ever, and we understand public comments will be heard only on Second Reading, when it’s too late. * Aspen Fly Right agrees there are legitimate grounds 
for withholding certain sensitive commercial details, but on big structural questions, we think greater transparency, public scrutiny, and independent 
participation could elicit more, different, and perhaps better ideas. * Even at this very late stage, the momentous FBO decision deserves a more credible 
path to the best outcomes.

http://aspenflyright.org/


Why do many think Aspen Airport needs bigger planes?

The widely held view that the airside must be rebuilt to allow bigger, heavier 
planes (95→118' wingspan,100,000→140,000 lb maximum takeoff weight, 
100→150' runway width, 320→400' runway/taxiway separation) flows from 
five assumptions:


1. The aging regional jetliners our airlines now fly are retiring in the next 2–7 
years and must soon be replaced—and the only suitable models are bigger.


2. Current airline planes spew too much CO2, air pollution, and noise, so they 
must soon be replaced by cleaner, quieter ones—all bigger.


3. Anyway, the FAA is forcing us to upgrade to allow bigger planes.

4. Not upgrading will lose our vital FAA grants (or even make us repay them) 

and may destroy commercial air service to Aspen, crashing our economy.

5. There is no alternative. Hemmed in by Federal regulations and slow-moving 

technology, we must modernize now to accept bigger planes.

Now to our third topic: the existing airline fleet. * Many if not most Aspenites, whether they cheer or fear the arrival of bigger airplanes, think we must allow 
them in, for five reasons: ** the existing planes are about to retire, * they’re too dirty or noisy, * the Federal government is forcing us to upgrade, * not 
upgrading will lose our grants or air service or both, and * there’s no alternative. Notice this is all about the ~17% of flights that SkyWest runs for the 
airlines, not about the ~83% that’s General Aviation.

Assumptions #1, 3, and 4 were strongly promoted for the past decade. They were fed into the ASE Vision process at its start and were not allowed to be 
contradicted by independent experts, so they defined the outcome. In late 2020, as assumption #1 was being publicly questioned, our Commissioners 
shifted to reliance on #2, and proposed benchmarks for the environmental progress they hoped airlines or the FAA would volunteer to achieve. However, 
the County currently lacks any authority to choose which aircraft fly here, and the operators lack any motive to share that authority, which is theirs alone 
under existing FAA rules.

Aspen Fly Right’s analysis casts serious doubt on all five assumptions. Today I’ll address #1 and give you a sneak preview of #5. The other topics will 
follow. All these issues need solid analysis and documentation to test mere handwaving claims.



Is Aspen’s existing airline fleet about to retire?

• These texts illustrate what our Commissioners and citizens were told in 2014–18.

• Today’s CRJ700 fleet (all owned and run by SkyWest—all airline services to 
Aspen) were predicted to be half-gone by 2021 and all gone by 2025. Through 
2022, SkyWest had retired zero CRJ700s. That Aspen-matched, highly reliable 
plane is in strong demand and may well go back into production.

“[A]irlines are phasing out, quicker than   
expected, the most common type of  

commercial jet serving Sardy Field. If the 
runway is not expanded, and the space 

between the landing strip and the taxiway 
remains as is, the airport, under federal 

mandate, will return to turboprop jets that 
can carry 20 or so people only as far as 

Denver, according to officials.” 

—Aspen Daily News, 19 August 2018, 

with emphasis added

The future of  
flight in Aspen

Many people have forgotten the decade’s drumbeat of strong messages about the imminent retirement of the CRJ700 regional jets that provide Aspen’s airline service 
today. * But those decade-old forecasts, repeated even in recent weeks, have now proven wrong by one or two decades. Retirements that were supposed to exceed 
50% by now are actually zero. These jets serving Aspen are actually less than halfway through their likely operating lives, which depend on economics, not calendars. 
The CRJ700s are among the most reliable planes in use, so they’re excellent candidates for routine life extension—a common way operators continue to profit from flying 
planes that run well, make sense, and make money. The CRJ700 is all that, and is probably the best-suited ever to Aspen’s unique needs. A few years ago, Aspen was 
reportedly United’s third most lucrative station in the world, so it will get the planes it needs for as long as it needs them. The scary claim that without bigger planes 
Aspen would lose commercial service was never true, yet it was and still is widely believed.



Is Aspen’s existing airline fleet about to retire?

Brad Jacobsen is Pitkin County’s top technical consultant on aviation, leading the 
County’s Fleet Mix Study and Airport Layout Plan. On 19 Oct. 2022, he said that


“…the CRJ700 is going to be flying for 
the next 20 or 30 years—that it’s not 
going away.”

That remark was first released to the public by Aspen Fly Right on 5 Jan. 2023. It 
contradicts a decade of imminent-retirement claims by the County’s aviation 
marketing advisor—the Commissioners’ main source of airplane information.


* The County’s top technical consultant on aviation seems to have settled the CRJ700 retirement issue in a videotaped call with two of his colleagues, the Airport Director, 
and me a few months ago. He said ** that “the CRJ700 is going to be flying for the next 20 or 30 years—that it’s not going away.” ** Did our Commissioners and Airport 
Advisory Board know that before we published it last Thursday? Perhaps they’d heard only the opposite view, vigorously promoted for a decade by the County’s airline 
marketing advisor. These two advisors, both valued by the County, flatly disagree on this basic fact. Let’s expose their closed-doors dispute to public scrutiny and actual 
evidence, such as our essay #4 documents.



If Aspen’s airliners did retire, what could replace them?
Retiring around 2042–2052—not 2030 as ASE Vision and the Commissioners 
assumed—gives us more than an extra decade to figure out the airside. No rush.  

But actually it’s much longer than that, because Aspen has two solid “insurance 
policies” against early CRJ700 retirement. County consultants’ studies improperly 
excluded both these sound alternatives:


• The CRJ700’s modern successor, the CRJ900. Its 5% lower thrust/weight ratio 
means slightly more summer weight restrictions than the CRJ700, so operators 
would economically prefer the CRJ700. But if that weren’t available, they’d 
definitely prefer the CRJ900 to losing this lucrative service.


• The quiet, modern Dash 8-Q400 turboprop provided excellent, comfortable,  
very reliable, higher-capacity, no-weight-restrictions service to Aspen during  
2008–16, and could easily do so again. Main US carriers don’t use it, but 1,160 
are in service in the other 95% of the world market (175+ in Canada alone).


Notice that * another 20–30 years before the CRJ700s retire means around 2042–2052—not the ~2030 that ASE Vision’s final report and the Commissioners’ resolution 
assumed. That adds more than an extra decade to figure out the airside. * But Aspen also has two strong “insurance policies” in case of early CRJ700 retirement. County 
consultants contrived to exclude both of these modern planes, both as little as one year old, that can safely and economically serve the current Aspen Airport whenever 
desired: * the CRJ900 and * the Dash 8-Q400 turboprop. We can return to those in discussion if you wish, or you can read the details in essay #4.

[First, * the newer CRJ900 has slightly less hot-day capacity than the lighter CRJ700, so it was excluded as not meeting Aspen’s “operational requirements,” but in fact, as the consultants later admitted, it meets them all. Their reports had simply misdescribed a slight operational 
economic preference for the CRJ700 when both are available—a generally insignificant gap, and zero in the winter—as if it were a technical disqualification. But if the CRJ700s were gone, the 900s could keep Aspen served and airlines’ profits flowing. It would make an excellent 
replacement after just three days’ pilot cross-training, since the aircraft are very similar and even share the same type certification. / And second, * the Dash 8-Q400 turboprop, which the County’s aviation marketing advisor just described as at “the end of the line” because a US carrier 
dropped it, has over a thousand planes now in service worldwide—175+ in Canada alone—and could quickly and easily resume the excellent service it provided to Aspen as recently as 2016. It’s actually very competitive with the CRJ700, can serve all Western and Texas destinations, is 

another good candidate to reenter production, and has hydrogen and electric variants in development. ]

These two backup options give Aspen not just a dozen extra years but several extra decades to consider airside redesign based on how the aviation system actually 
evolves. We don’t need to commit $200+ million now based on guessing. / But there’s more: aviation is now evolving so quickly that all fossil-fueled airplanes could 
quickly get into competitive distress. I can’t resist previewing for you now some headline findings from essay #5, which we’ll publish next Thursday.



What is emerging from aviation innovation, how soon?

A 6-seat (L) or 19–30+-seat (R) extensively 
laminar-flow any-fueled plane can connect any 

two US city pairs at near-jet speed using 
one-eighth a standard business jet’s fuel. A 

1000-nautical-mile 9–19-seat hydrogen version 
is expected in service in 2027. This approach is 

feasible at regional-jet or even larger sizes. 

L: A 19-seat, 216-nm electric plane for 2026 
service was leapfrogged to this 30-seat, 108- 

nm 2028 version (or 216 nm if hybrid, or 430 nm 
if hybrid w/25 pax), rising to 270 nm mid- 

2030s and 324 nm late 2030s.

 


R: This 9-seat electric plane, due in service  
2025–27, can fly 250 nm.

L: This Embraer 9-seat 500-nm hybrid-electric 
plane due in 2030 launches a hydrogen series  
planned for 19 seats and 200 nm in 2030, 30 

seats and 500 nm in 2040. 


R: This electric conversion of the 100-seat ASE- 
proven BAe146 is expected to fly 400–800 nm,  

in service 2026, depending on whether its 
electricity comes from hydrogen or aluminum. 

The same firm plans a 186-seat 800-nm 
electric plane in 2030, designed from scratch. 

The County’s consultants had assumed that new kinds of very clean and quiet aircraft would be small, slow, short-range, and far off. My County-invited analysis, which we’ll post 
next Thursday, found the opposite, to a degree that astonished me. Scores of capable developers with ~1,000 orders already from >50 operators have blown away the 
expectations in my Doerr-Hosier talk three years earlier. Here are six examples of their speed and ambition, most already backed by solid performance tests and supply chains. 
Don’t worry about the fine-print details of size, range, and date—I’ll graph them all for you in a moment. But let me offer just two bookends. The top two images show a proven 
octupled-efficiency liquid-fueled plane whose approach should scale up to or beyond Aspen’s current regional-jet size. 

[First, in the top row, a lightweight and superbly aerodynamic plane with over 55 successful flight tests uses one-eighth the normal amount of fuel. It can connect any two US city pairs at near-jet speed using superefficient fueled propulsion, including ~100% Sustainable Aviation Fuel. 
Four months before the Commissioners set their airport policy, local critics dismissed this plane as having just six seats (to fit an executive-aircraft entry market), but a doubled-size version was already designed, and a 1,000-nm 19-seat hydrogen-fueled zero-emission model is due in 
service in 2027. This approach can scale to and past regional-jet size. /

The middle left image is a 30-seat electric plane due in 2028, leapfrogging a 19-seat electric version that had been planned for 2026 until United and Air Canada said to go bigger faster. The middle right photo is a light, sleek 19-seat electric plane due in service in 2025–27. The lower left 

image is a 9-seat hybrid-electric plane Embraer plans for 2030, kicking off a series rising to 300 seats and 500 nm in 2040. And t] The lower-right image is an electric conversion of the 100-seat BAe146 jet that served Aspen 
until 2006. It’s now due in service in 2026 with a 400–800 nm range, depending on its source of electricity. The same firm plans a clean-sheet, 186-seat, 800-nm electric plane in 
2030. 

To be sure, these bigger ultraclean planes are still targets promised to investors, not yet fully developed and certified realities. Some specs and dates may slip. But so many and 
so capable firms are unlikely all to fail; these are only one-fourth of the industry plans we analyzed; and many competitors aren’t yet announced. So here’s the graph that may be 
worth a thousand words….



What will aviation innovation offer, and how soon?

These two dozen data points show passenger capacity by the area of each bubble, with today’s CRJ700 in red for comparison. Its expected retirement period, according to the County’s top 
aviation consultant, is also drawn in red at the lower right. /

The new ultraclean planes’ announced in-service dates are on the horizontal axis. Their flight ranges, including reserves, are on the vertical axis, noting city distances from Aspen at the lower left. 
Battery-electric planes are in blue (with a leapfrogged one grayed out), hybrids in green, and hydrogen in brown. Importantly, this graph doesn’t count superefficient fueled planes like those at the 
top of the previous slide, and not all electric planes relevant to Aspen are graphed. Most planes planned for after 2030 aren’t shown either, but the industry expects to be taking over the market 
after that. All designs shown through 2027 fit Aspen’s current wingspan and other constraints. All are well suited to more frequent direct service connecting Aspen with more places at similar or 
lower cost. And the graph includes, for comparison, only three of the dozens of kinds of electric vertical-takeoff-and-landing air taxis that by 2025 are expected to carry 9 passengers between 
Aspen and Denver without using the runway or perhaps even the Airport. Fasten your seat belts—the aviation revolution is on long final approach to Aspen Airport!  /

Now compare the many electric and hydrogen planes expected in commercial service in this decade—some bigger and longer-range than today’s airliners—with the upper-left diagram, in blue, of 
the Sep. 2021 straw timeline for Aspen Airport’s proposed airside upgrade, excluding the FBO rebuild and assuming landside improvements are done first. Its phases span from 2023 to 2030. 
Clearly they won’t start that soon, but even if they did proceed that fast, a swarm of ultraclean, superquiet planes, even if many were delayed, would already be flying into Aspen before that new 
airside could be built. / Airlines including United, American, and Delta are substantially invested in the new electric plane industry. United is especially eager to use electric planes to serve smaller 
airports at lower cost. Those airports could include Aspen. So the bigger oil-fueled planes we were told we’ll need will face very tough new competitors with lower capital costs, far lower operating 
costs, and super-clean-and-quiet performance far surpassing the County’s targets. Thus our community can crush its environmental goals without rebuilding the airside: just be patient, let the 
innovators do their work, save the $200+M airside cost, and use it to fix the landside and FBO. /



What does this mean for our community’s goals of 
a safer, cleaner, quieter, more climate-friendly, more 

efficient and lovely airport—all at lower cost and risk?

Everything.


It’s up to you—to each one of us.


Please spread the word, ask more questions,  
join the conversation, and think for yourself.


To learn more:

Aspen Fly Right


PO Box 10097, Aspen CO 81612

aspenflyright.org


That preview of some aviation innovations in next Thursday’s detailed essay #5 brings Aspen Fly Right near the halfway-point of its agenda of diverse topics to be 
explored for the community’s benefit over the next few months. Together, those topics will support a synthesis that’s much more than the sum of its parts.

I hope you’re sufficiently intrigued by today’s quick summaries that you’ll encourage your friends, neighbors, and elected officials to dig deeper, especially by reading our 
documented essays. We invite everyone to criticize our work frankly and specifically so we can correct any mistakes and keep improving our public service. 

To achieve our community’s ambitions for a better Airport, we hope these * insights can help us all to * discharge our * civic duty to * become * informed, curious, active, 
freethinking participants in one of the most challenging and divisive, yet important and hopeful, conversations this community has ever held. * We can only try to help you 
* learn the **** facts, ask new questions, and engage your friends and neighbors. The rest is up to you. We citizens are all friends of Pitkin County, of Aspen, and of our 
precious Airport—and entitled to all the responsibilities thereof. I thank you all for your good work and your kind attention.


Now I look forward to hearing what’s on your minds. Our discussion will be moderated by my longtime friend and colleague Michael Kinsley, who was a 10-year Pitkin 
County Commissioner, worked three decades at RMI, and recently became the independent member of Aspen Fly Right’s Board of Directors.


http://aspenflyright.org

